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Crazed British Run Berserk
The following statement was issued on Dec. 31 by U.S.
Labor Party Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr:
Following President James E. Carter's earlier Atlanta

declaration of support for the U.S. dollar, he reversed

policy 180 degrees a few days later, torpedoing the dollar

with the appointment of G. William Miller to replace
Arthur Burns as head of the U.S.'s central banking

system.

Like most of the major evils facing the human race

today, the Miller appointment cannot be understood
except as a British intelligence penetration of, in this
case, the top-most policy strata of the United States.

The situation to the East is of the same quality. Top

British intelligence agents, deeply planted within top

levels of the Soviet intelligence and other strata, are pre

sently manipulating Soviet policy, so that the Russian

The penetration into the Republican Party is exempli

fied by the case of Lazard-linked Max Fisher of Detroit.

who squats as a spider in the center of the midwestern

Republican liberal faction. Another important conduit of
British influence into conservative/Republican circles

centers around the figure of imitation-Oxonian William

F. Buckley.

In the labor movement, the leadership of the United

Auto Workers union has close links to British intelligence
networks. as the case of British-born, Fabian-trained

former UAW president Leonard Woodcock illustrates.

The British intelligence control of key conduits of the
AFL

dates from

Samuel

Gompers.

and

British

in

telligence penetration of U.S. Social Democrats and the

League for Industrial Democracy offshoot dates from
Vi�tor Berger.

bear. for the moment, dances on cue to tunes composed

Who Is G. William Miller?

in London.

The leading individual in any part of the world who

does not grasp London's role in every major evil afoot is

See this week's U.S. Report

a helpless blunderer. whose well-meaning enterprises

page.4 for the answer

are foredoomed to failure by his stubborn ignorance on
this point.

First. the most relevant facts concerning the United

States. That outlined. we shall indicate how these link up

on the terrorism and Middle East negotiations issues

with British networks inside Soviet. Arab. and numerous
other governments.

British intelligence's penetration of U.S. intelligence

and related institutions is massive. The Rand Cor

poration is not only a spin-off of the Tavistock Clinic's

own wartime Strategic Bombing Survey, but Rand was
shaped from its early years under Tavistock and allied
British specialists and policies. The Georgetown Center

for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) is another

Main British Agent Networks
Inside The United States
British penetration-subversion of the United States
radiates from Manhattan banks which are both fin

ancially and otherwise affiliated with Lazard Brothers of

London. Hence. Lazard Freres in Manhattan and that
institution's Felix Rohatyn (the Hjalmar Schacht of
Manhattan) are close to the center of British subversion

of the U.S. government. British influence also usually

nest. as is the notorious Brookings Institution. Of more
recent vintage is the international network of the Insti

tute for Policy Studies. the so-called "left CIA," which
interfaces regular

British

intelligence operations so

tightly at certain points that no organizational distinction
is feasible.

It is symbolic that Henry Kissinger is effectively a

British intelligence agent of influence in the United

penetrates into Lazard's sometimes bitter competitor,_

States. Kissinger's career in intelligence began with

in turn. is a major factor in David Rockefeller's Chase

headed by Fritz Kraemer and the U.S. Social Democrat

the Lehman Brothers/Kuhn Loeb interest. Kuhn, Loeb,

Manhattan Bank. where it competes against Lazard

Helmut

Sonnenfeldt.

Both

were

part

of

a

team

and intelligence specialist Theodore Draper. At this time

insurgents attempting to take control of that bank.

and

the Trilateral Commission are not necessarily the same.

terests. and the British intelligence networks associated

The most important of the political factions controlled

ger's patronage by William Yandell Elliot. an American

Hubert Humphrey liberal faction inside the Democratic

operations in the United States since the early 1920s.

(Hence. the policies of Nelson Rockefeller and those of

and may be directly opposed.)

by British influences inside the United States are the
Party and the usually allied Kennedy faction. Top British

agent in charge of subversion operations against the Uni

other points.

Kissinger's

career

interfaces

the

liberal networks of the Oppenheimer-Oppenheim in
with Nahum Goldman.**

More significant

prominently

with

associated

British

is Kissin

intelligence

* Sir John Wheeler Bennett is head of the private intelli

ted States, Wheeler Bennet*, was very friendly, one

gence group of the Royal Institute for International Af

Meyer has had a guiding role in Kennedy family finan

** Nahum Goldman is head, since 1951. of the World

might put it, to the Kennedy family, and Lazard's Andre

cial affairs.

fairs.
Jewish Congress.
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Elliot, in turn, was closely associated with Wheeler

tion of the way in which to distinguish real Social Demo

Bennett.

crats from British types in these parties .

Through these British intelligence-linked sponsors,
. .
Klssmger was put through Harvard, given a prestige
position in connection with British intelligence's Wilton

French Socialist Party, as well as the bulk of the terrorist

Council on Foreign Relations and the National Security

operations. London also controls the Jean Monnet net

Park "re-education project," and programmed into the

In France, London controls the leadership of the

movement in France. The Breton, Basque, Corsican, and

Polisario terrorists are all nothing but British covert

Council. During the 1950s he was sent to the top brain

works of London influence in France.

Tavistock Institute. It was immediately after that deep

Alexander Haig, picked as a lieutenant-colonel to be

exploiting the element of madness in strategic policy,

appointed to the National Security Council - picked by

he is notorious since then.

Department of the Army. The rest of

washing facility of

British intelligence,

the London

indoctrination that Kissinger advanced the doctrine of
and produced the documented policy-proposal for which

Of special importance in British intelligence opera

tions against the United States are the Canadian Special

NATO was a British project. It is now headed by

come an aide to Kissinger, at the point Kissinger was

Fritz Kraemer, still holding a key civilian post in the

the

NATO com

mand - the real command - is essentially British offi

cers, with a few other countries' nationals permitted for

Operations Executive (SOE) activities formerly asso

decoration.

son. This is one of the main channels of British intelli

Institute for International Affairs. The Institute inter

of the major channels for conduiting heroin from China,

together control the London Economist, London Times.

way of the old Canadian scotch whiskey running routes.
(The British, incidentally, not only created the Italian

Murdoch press-for near-totality control of that side
of opinion molding. The London International Institute

Mazzini, but British networks organized the U.S. branch

ence-disseminating operation directed at subversion of

ciated with Lord Beaverbrook and Sir William Stephen

gence conduits into its Peking networks, and is also one
by way of Hong Kong, into the central United States by

Mafia as a back-up force for their puppet Giuseppe
of the Mafia into the syndicate under Meyer Lansky. The

"silver triangle," the Caribbean end of the drug-running

into the U.S., is run by the same networks today, with

funds running through banking conduits linked to London
Eurodollar market operations.)

In Britain itself, the center of the octopus is the Royal

sects the Lazard's and London Rothschild interests, who

Financial Times, with support from the Beaverbrook and

for Strategic Studies is not a top think-tank, but an influ

key institutions in continental Europe and other nations.

It is a subsidiary operation of the Royal Institute. MI-6

(Secret Intelligence Service - SIS) and MI-5 are officially

part of the Welf monarchical household privileges. linked

to the Welf monarchy, but generally under the control of

policy-formulations in the Royal Institute.

The Scorecard on Washington

Once one has the essential categories of British influ

ence outlined above, and knows the corresponding pedi
grees of key political and other figures in the U.S.. there

Soviet Penetration

One

of

the

most

important

British

intelligence·

operations of the present century was British intelli

is very little mystery concerning why U. S . policy tends to

gence's successful duping of Soviet intelligence, placing

Humphrey, Kennedy, and their Fabian-liberal allies in

ture. This acts now as a nodal point of British intelligence

to run amok as long as liberal Republicans, including

other British operations as the systems-analysis chan

be directed against the most vital interests of the nation.

the Senate, with Senator Jackson a special case, are able

those linked to Max Fisher, follow Henry Kissinger's
leadership.

In the Executive, Mondale is a Humphrey protege, as

Maclean and Philby high in the Soviet command-struc

operations

inside Eastern Europe, intersecting such

nels of penetration, as via Vienna.

Although it is by no means clear that British intelli

gence had decided to plant Philby on the Soviets before

is Stuart Eizenstat within the White House staff. Blumen

the last war, British war, British intelligence doubled

figures of British influence stripe. Bergland at Agri

we include a cosmetic preparatory touch-up in England

thal at Treasury and Schlesinger at Energy are key

Philby to the Soviets beginning approximately 1932-33 (if

culture is a straight Humphrey protege. Zbigniew Brze

in the doubling). Philby was undoubtedly selected as the

By seizing key institutions in labor, finance, and

agents. Until a recent point, U.S. intelligence was also

zinski profiles in pedigree and policy to the same effect.

suitably conditioned son of one of SIS's most trusted

government, as well as political parties, and by grabbing

duped in this affair, although irritated that British agents

a

quently by delivering U.S. - not British - top secrets to

control of key positions in the intelligence establishment,
relatively

small,

determined

British-influenced

later planted on the Soviets doubled themselves most fre

minority, actually based on about 20 to 25 percent of the

the Soviets.

U.S. policy - even against most vital national interests.

crucial shift in Soviet policy and an ongoing set of KGB

national electorate, is able to exert massive control over

Scorecard on Europe

Since the founding

of

the

Socialist

International,

British intelligence has maintained relative hegemony

by securing key positions of influence for its agents and

agents-of-influence.

The

break

between

With Philby's arrival in Moscow, coinciding with a

adjustments in command, Maclean's career zoomed,

more or less publicly, while Philby, more quietly, worked

himself into a sensitive position within the KGB's overall

apparatus. Maclean became prominent in an intelligence
think-tank known as IMEMO. Out of this was spun off

Portugal's

Georgii Arbatov's USA-Canada Institute. Through a

that nation over the IMF conditions affords a fair indica-

cles which became most visible about May-June of this

Soares, an agent, and the base of the Socialist Party in
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virtual coup in Soviet and other Eastern European cir
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year, the Soviet leadership is now running half-blind in

respect to major developments in the world - since

The danger of general war is actually accelerating at

this moment, in direct consequence of British operations.

IMEMO and the Arbatov institute are controlling intelli

What is building up is a new, Soviet-linked "rejection

overview of Western Europe and North America.

within the Middle East, which London hopes to control

gence channels providing the Soviet leadership with
To a very large degree, the Warsaw Pact is currently a

duped puppet of British intelligence in operations against
Western Continental Europe and the United States. This

front" aimed at creating a new permanent division

with aid of its manipulation of the duped Soviets. What

London is actually doing to the Soviets is to set into
motion that specific potentiality of Soviet Oblomovism

is aided by British influence inside the U.S. command

which leads into general war under the kinds of deterior

zinski, who manipulate U.S. policy to the effect of

ing to create.

such as Blumenthal, Eizenstat, Schlesinger, and Brze

pushing Moscow deeper into London's embrace.

ated world conditions British influence is generally tend

For example, recently Soviet KGB networks have

moved toward support of terrorist groups, including the
Polisario, which are the clearest-cut cases of British

covert operations, and in no sense genuine movements
partially infiltrated by British agents. The "Black
consciousness" movement in southern Africa, for ex

ample, is a British intelligence operation coordinated out

of the London Institute of Race Relations, which is a
British-created intelligence operation run under joint

operations

with

the

U.S.-based

Institute

for

Policy

Studies and its Netherlands, Transnational Institute

conduit. (The London base of Amnesty International, and

similar features of the World Federalist movement ought
to attract prudent counterintelligence attention by non
British agencies.)

A vailable Options

Naturally, there will be a stiff fight inside the United

States against the Miller nomination and related atro-.

cities., Once the fight is won, the U.S. dollar will rise
toward its proper value. The problem Europe, Japan,
and other sectors have at this moment is that of prevent

ing a temporary collapse of the dollar from engendering
permanent chaos and lasting deep world depression.

London proposes that the only choice for the nation is

between the dollar llnd the British pound as the key

monetary instrument with the bubble-brained proposal

of the International Monetary Fund's Special Drawing

Rights (SDRs) still kicked forward occasionally. That,

happily, is not the limit of alternatives. Given the deter

iorating condition of the international economy of the

Brzezinski and Dayan

United Kingdom, a British pound has the long-term

The "Arab Rejection Front" is an entity manipulated

content in sight of toilet paper. The remedy is for Con

works. The special feature of this front, the Popular

firm "snake" agreement based on gold at market price,

from within by ancient British intelligence "Sunni" net

Front for the Liberation of Palestine of Dr. Habash and
British terrorist agent "Carlos," is a straight British

intelligence

operation.

That

understood,

mysteries of the current negotiations evaporate.
Moshe Dayan is working

certain

directly with Lazardian

British conhections against Menahem Begin. His highest

placed collaboration inside the U.S. comes from Z. Brze

tinental Europe and Japan to immediately establish a

and to establish centralized hard-commodity credit insti
tutions for providing well-regulated credit markets.

The crucial strategic advantage of such an immediate

measure is that such a step will cause the collapse of the

City of London's position.

Fighting off London's terrorists one by one must, in

some cases, be done. However, the only effective way to

zinski. Hence, now, Dayan's forces are promoting PFLP

put an end to the entire array of evil is to strike the octo

one part of the efforts to disrupt the negotiations. Habash

London's reason for continuing its evil games ends.

specific issue.

be easily chopped up.

terrorist attacks against Israel and propeace Arabs, as

and Dayan are in fact in a bloody tactical alliance on this

pus in th e vital center. Crush the City of London and
Strike the center and the limbs will variously wither or

Manic London Says Fed Shift
'Makes No Difference;'
Even as the impact of the joint Bundesbank-Federal.
'
Reserve action to bolster the dollar was pushing the
pound back from the heights it had reached earlier in the

British banker, would be to take the lead in promoting a

program

of

lower

energy

consumption

and

a

re

orientation of civilization toward "whole new patterns of

week, the British press was manically claiming that a

living" based on negative levels of economic growth.

of political life, while the U.S. - with no effective

even offers a call for the Soviet Union to decentralise its

sterling-led empire system was still an established fact
leadership in key economic posts - was "effectively
finished as a world power."

The U.S. decision to support the dol � ar is only a

temporary palliative , the press said. The only way the

U.S. could possibly redeem itself, according to one

Amid the "New Empire" hysteria, the London Times

economy and the return of the land to the peasants.
With the humbling of both the U.S. and the Soviet

Union, the British would then be free to breathe "new

life" in European institutions, such as NATO and the
european Economic Community which would effectively
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